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Small and Medium Enterprises (SME)
• SME plays a major role in developing and more and more in developed
economies
• SME account for the majority of businesses worldwide and are important
contributors to job creation, growth, global economic development and exports
• They represent about 90% of businesses and more than 50% of employment
worldwide. Formal SMEs contributed up to 40% of national income (GDP) in
emerging economies. These numbers are significantly higher when informal
SMEs are included
• While contributing significantly to the economy, SME foster diversification through
the role the play in the development of new and unsaturated sectors of the
economy.
• In addition, innovative and technology-based small and medium enterprises can
provide a platform for local, regional and international growth, especially in Brazil,
Russia, India, China, and South Africa (BRICS) economies as well as economies
like Vietnam, Bangladesh,
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Small and Medium Enterprises (SME)
• According to the World Bank estimates, 600 million jobs will be
needed by 2030 to absorb the growing global workforce.
• This makes SME development a high priority for many
governments around the world.
• In emerging markets, most formal jobs are generated by SMEs,
which create 7 out of 10 jobs.
• However, access to finance is a key constraint to SME growth, it
is the second most cited obstacle facing SMEs to grow their
businesses in emerging markets and developing countries.
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Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) – One
Challenge

Sonia Arias opened a small clothing business in Medellín, Colombia. To get
started, she had to take out an informal loan at very high rates since she lacked
real property to use as collateral for a bank loan.
“When I was paying off the loan,” she said, “it was as if I was being
strangled to death.”
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Unbanked Adults vs. Formal MSME Finance Gap vs.
Formal Women MSME Finance Gap and Annual Formal
Net Jobs Required from 2017 – 2030
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Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) – Other
challenges
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appropriate technology and low production capacity
A lack of management skills and in adequate skilled labour
Finance and obtaining credit
Access to markets and developing relationships with customers
Recognition by large companies and government bureaucracy
Knowledge and support for the role that they play in economic development
Regulatory and other compliance regarding export requirements
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One of the potential Solutions: Digitalization of SME
What is digitalization and what does it mean to an SME?

Gartner, the global research and advisory firm, defines
digitalization as “the use of digital technologies to
change a business model and provide new revenue
and value-producing opportunities; the process of
moving to a digital business”. Digital technologies
include social technology platforms, Mobile, Cloud,
Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence, Analytics,
Virtual Reality, and Blockchain, amongst others
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Cloud Services for SME
• Cloud platforms and their pay-per-use service models obviate the need for relatively large
•
•
•
•

capital outlays to buy computing infrastructure. SMEs could use cloud platforms to deploy their
Information Technology (IT) infrastructure and applications and only pay for what they use
Microsoft’s Dynamics 365 Business Central a comprehensive business
management solution designed for small to medium-sized businesses.
Zoho One includes integrated applications to manage, connect, and automate business
processes across your entire organization
Google G Suite for business email, video conferencing, cloud storage, file sharing and
collaborate.
Cloud service will assist SME to more competitive by:

• Increase financial visibility - Make informed decisions with connected data across accounting, sales, purchasing, and
customer transactions
• Optimize supply chain - Calculate and optimize manufacturing capacity and resources to improve production schedules and
meet customer demands and increase exports
• Boost sales and improve service -Accelerate the sales process from quote to cash. Act quickly on sales-related enquiries,
manage service requests, and process payments
• Deliver projects on time and under budget, lower costs - by planning capacity and sales. Track invoicing for customers
against planned costs on orders and quotes
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Mobile Applications for SME
• Vodafone created their Ready Business Indicator to engage with SMEs in a new way.

The self-evaluation tool, built by Accenture Interactive, moved conversations to a more
strategic level and started engagement further down the sales funnel. More than a sales tool,
the Indicator is about ensuring that the small and medium-sized enterprises do more to grasp
opportunities created by our digital economy. This service is now rolled out in Europe and
South Africa and other Vadafone partner countries will follows shortly
• AsiaPay enables merchants to securely accept most popular digital payment methods from
credit cards, internet banking and more on a single platform.
• WhatsApp Business is a free to download app was built with the small business owner in
mind. WhatsApp Business makes interacting with customers easy by providing tools to
automate, sort and quickly respond to messages.
• The Mobile service will assist SME to close the gap with enterprises businesses, enhance
growth and lower costs and increase growth
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Online Trade & Training Tools for SME
• The Global Trade Helpdesk simplifies market research for companies by
integrating trade and business information into one user-friendly, online tool. It
provides accessible and comprehensive information from the trade formalities
relevant at the exporter’s doorstep to the market access information and business
contacts in the destination market. www.globaltradehelpdesk.org/en
• ITC Identify customs tariffs, tariff rate quotas, trade remedies, regulatory
requirements and preferential regimes applicable to your product.
www.beta.macmap.org
• Online Training enablement through industry bodies :• WCO Training Academy
• ICC Training Academy
• Software solutions that enable and simplify international trade participation, lower
overall costs and increase the level of compliance for example Global Trade
Solution – GTS www.globaltradesolution.co.za
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IoT and SME

• The Internet of Things – or IoT – is the term given to the interconnectedness of

devices via the internet. Along with AI and machine learning, IoT is a big trend to look out for in
2019 and beyond.

• The IoT represents a huge opportunity for businesses of all sizes. It isn’t just big enterprises
that can make use of this network of sensors and devices—small businesses can, and should
• Smart Locks - The ability to create—and, more importantly, revoke—keys at any time for employees and anyone else you’d like
• Connected Cameras. While these services sometimes require a subscription, the cost is relatively low for the convenience and
lack of maintenance compared to traditional closed-circuit television (CCTV) systems

• Smart Lighting and Thermostats - These appliances often come with big cost savings
• RFID Tags for Merchandise & Containers - These tags are great for inventory tracking. They can automatically
update your inventory as items are sold and assist with tracking of containers

• Shipping Trackers - Connected sensors are great for tracking the location of inventory in transit
• Sensors to Measure Room Occupancy and Usage - Small businesses are using the IoT to help save on utility

bills and schedule meetings more efficiently. This is accomplished by using connected sensors to measure the occupancy of rooms and
track where people are in the building at any given time
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Wireless Network Technology assisting SME
• Sigfox is rolling out the first global network to listen to billions of IoT broadcasting data,
without the need to establish and maintain network connections.
https://www.sigfox.com/en
• Sigfox is partnering with Network companies across the globe with a particular focus on
MSME
• SigFox and other IoT networks offer SME opportunity to enter the Wireless Network
market. (None GSM)
• Example SqwidNet launched in November 2016 as the licensed Sigfox operator in South
Africa. The SqwidNet network offers low-cost access to IoT solutions and operators in
South Africa, creating opportunities for businesses small and large to create innovative
solutions.
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Digitization is the
Difference in making an
Informed Decision and
Guessing
Data and Information is
the Power of the Future

Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) – Challenges around
Export Enablement
•

Information and Requirements

•

Costing / Quote

•

Transactional Process

•
•
•
•

What is the correct HS Code
Duties and Taxes for the potential markets
Trade Agreements
Non Trade Barriers (Prohibited and Restricted (P&R) Goods

• What costs are involved? – Many “”hidden” costs over and above Freight and Taxes
• Understanding Incoterms and who is responsible for which costs
• Landed Costing (Quotations)
•
•
•
•
•

Correct Commercial Documents (Proforma / Commercial Invoice)
Freight Documentation
Myriad of Additional Documents depending on type of goods / markets
Visibility (Where are my Goods)
Actual Landed Costing
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Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) – Solutions are
available to improve export access
•

Information and Requirements

•

Costing / Quote

•

Transactional Process

• Easy to search / access HS Database
• Comparative Views of duties and P&R over multiple countries
• Drill down and view full details of P&R requirements

• Landed Costing / Quotations outlining all potential costs involved.
• Incoterms determine which costs are the responsibility of which party
• Shipping Lead times

•
•
•
•

Online visibility of all documents required for the shipment
Generate all required documents based on Internationally Accepts formats
Track Shipment End to End
Visibility of Actual Landed Cost
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Information & Research
View Multiple Country HS, Duties and P&R
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Information & Research - Comparative View of Duties and
P&R
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Information & Research - P&R information
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Costing – Determine Landed Costing Scientifically
•

What Costs are Involved?

•

Incoterm Based Costing

•

Duty and Taxes

•

Freight Charges

•

Other “hidden” costs that
SME may not be aware of
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Quote - Product Listing - Single Visibility of Duty, Trade
Agreements and P&R
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Quote – Lead Times to ensure Customer fulfillment and
retention
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Transactional Process
Commercial and Other Documentation
•

Incoterms and Other
Contractual Agreements

•

Proforma / Commercial
Invoice

•

Certificates of Origin

•

Packing Lists

•

Purchase Order
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Transactional Process
Commercial and Other Documentation
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Transactional Process
Commercial and Other Documentation – Packing List
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Questions & Thank You
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